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ALtruum ad a BwlogicaL Concept

The concept of altruism in everyday language seems to require an
element of both action and motive. People who never help others are
seldom considered altruists. On the other hand, when people do help
others, we want to know why before we call them altruistic. Even
saints could be regarded as selfish if they perceived their lives of
sacrifice as tickets to heaven.
Despite the importance of motives in conventional definitions, evolutionary biologists define altruism entirely in terms of survival and
reproduction. A behavior is altruistic when it increases the fitness of
others and decreases the fitness of the actor. The challenge for the
evolutionary biologist is to show how such self-sacrificial behaviors
can evolve, regardless of how or even whether the individual thinks
or feels as it performs the behavior.
It may seem strange that the biological concept of altruism can
remain intuitive when the vital element of motives has been removed.
Actually, the strangeness cuts both ways. Philosophical and psychological discussions of altruism often concentrate so heavily on motives
that the actual act of helping is ignored. We intend to pay equal
:Jtt nti n t actions and motives in this book, but we must begin by
~ 'pnrnting th m. LJr first task is to show how behaviors that benefit
olh 'rs :11' th' XI IIse of If f111 volv
ur second task is to under17
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stand the psychological mechanisms that evolved to motivate thes
adaptive behaviors.
To see why evolutionists cannot resist talking about altruism, con
sider the trematode parasite Dicrocoelium dendriticum, which spend
the adult stage of its life cycle in the liver of cows and sheep (WickIe
1976). The eggs exit with the feces of the mammalian host and ar
eaten by land snails, which serve as hosts for an asexual stage of th
parasite life cycle. Two generations are spent within the snail befor
the parasite forms yet another stage, the cercaria, which exits the sna
enveloped in a mucus mass that is ingested by ants. About fifty cel
cariae enter the ant along with its meal. Once inside, the parasites bor
through the stomach wall and one of them migrates to the brain of th
ant (the subesophagal ganglion), where it forms a thin-walled cys
known as the brain worm. The other cercariae form thick-walled cyst~
The brain worm changes the behavior of the ant, causing it to spen,
large amounts of time on the tips of grass blades. Here the ant is mor
likely to be eaten by livestock, in whose bodies parasites may continu
their life cycle. This is one of many fascinating examples of parasite
that manipulate the behavior of their hosts for their own benefit. Fo
our purposes, however, the example is interesting because the brai
worm, which is responsible for putting the ant in the path of a grazin
animal, loses its ability to infect the mammalian host. It sacrifices it
life and thereby helps to complete the life cycle of the other parasites i
its group. It is hard to resist calling this kind of behavior altruistic
even if the parasite doesn't think or feel anything about its fate.

How to Study Evolutionary Change
A ModeL 01ALtrllutic Behavior

The question of whether and how altruism can evolve has received a:
enormous amount of attention from evolutionary biologists. E. C
Wilson (1975, p. 3) even called it "the central theoretical problem 0
sociobiology." Evolutionists are fascinated by altrui tic behaviors, no
only because they might be important in natur but, ~Iso be :JlIS h'
appear so difficult t xplain frOI11lh O::lrwini:lll pl'rNpccriv '. Aft,
all, n::ltLlr::l1
s 'I, 'rion ('volv 'S train; that ':llI~Willdividllill.' 10 h:lvt' II/Of
offsprilll',llllll Illt'i" l'OIl'lWli!OI'N,1101 /'CW('l', '1'111'1'(' i ,I ,1·11'\ IIV' Idv,llI
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tage in being selfish, just as there is a selective advantage in having
strong teeth and keen eyesight.
I
Box 1.1 presents the standard model of altruistic behavior that has
been developed by evolutionary biologists. A bit of algebra is useful
for precision but the basic idea can easily be described in words.
Consider a population that is composed of altruists (A) and nonaltruists (S). All individuals have a certain number of offspring (a
measure of fitness) in the absence of altruism. In addition, each altruist
behaves in a way that decreases its own number of offspring and
increases the number of offspring of a single recipient in the populati,on. Altruists can benefit from other altruists in their group, but they
also experience the cost of their own self-sacrificial behavior. Selfish
types do not experience any cost and can benefit from all altruists in
the group. Thus, altruists suffer a double disadvantage; not only do
they incur a direct cost from performing an altruistic behavior, but
they can receive donations only from other altruists, whereas a selfish
individual can receive donations from all altruists. It should be obvious that selfish types always have more offspring than altruists and
will be favored by natural selection. This model therefore captures the
essence of what we already said in words: Altruism is the very opposite of the survival of the fittest.

Box 1.1. A mathematical model of altruistic behavior
The fitness of an individual includes both its ability to survive and
its ability to reproduce. In this model, an altruistic behavior
influences reproduction only, so number of offspring serves as a
measure of fitness. Consider a population containing n individuals.
There are two genetically encoded traits, altruism (A) and selfishness
(5); which occur in frequencies p and (1 - p), respectively. The
group therefore contains np altruists and n(1 - p) nonaltruists. All
j,ndividuals have the same average number of offspring (X) in the
:lb n of th altrui tic behavior. Each altruist'behaves in a way
Ih:1t :llls'sit'
1ft hav f w·roff.pringal dasingl
th I'm mber
of tilt' grOllp to

h:1V(, /)
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can then be specified by the following equa-
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Each altruist experiences the cost of its altruistic behavior (-c) but
also serves as a possible recipient of benefits from the (np - 1)
other altruists in the group. Since the other altruists are dispensing
their benefits among (n - 1) individuals (to all n members except
themselves), the total expected benefit that each altruist experiences
is b(np - 1)/(n - 1). Nonaltruists do not experience the cost of
altruism and also serve as possible recipients from all np altruists.
Thus, not only do altruists suffer a direct cost (-c) but they also
serve as possible recipients from fewer altruists than do selfish
individuals (np - 1 vs. np). It is obvious that WA is always less than
Ws, so altruists will always be selected against within this population.
Suppose that the parameters in the model have the following
values:
100
0.5

Population size (n)
Frequency of altruists (p)
Baseline fitness (X)
Benefit to recipient (b)
Cost to altruist (c)

10

5

1

The altruistic type increases the fitness of a single recipient in its
group by b = S units at a cost to itself of c = 1 unit. Each altruist
can receive a benefit b from the 49 other altruists in the group, while
selfish types can be recipients from alISO altruists in the group. These
numbers enable us to calculate the fitnesses of altruists and nonaltruists:
Fitness of altruist:

WA

Fitness of nonaltruist:

= 10 - 1 + 5(49)/99 = 11.47
W:5

= 10

-I

5(50)/9(

I .5.
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Everyone's fitness is increased by the presence of altruists in the
group, but the selfish S types benefit more than the altrustic A types.
From these figures we can calculate the population size n' and the
frequency of altruists p' among the offspring.
Total number of offspring:

n'

=

n[pWA

Frequency of altruists among offspring:

+ (1 p'

=

p)WsJ

np WAin'

= 1200
= 0.478

The population cannot grow to infinity, so we assume that mortality
operates on all types equally, returning the population to a size of
n = 100 without changing the new frequency of altruism (pi =
.478). In this fashion, the altruists decline in frequency every generation and ultimately go extinct.

In the numerical example described in Box 1.1 (from Wilson 1989),
we suppose that the initial population size is 100 individuals, evenly
divided between altruists and nonaltruists. All individuals have 10
offspring in the absence of altruism. Each altruist bestows an additional five offspring on a single recipient at a cost of one offspring to
itself. From the equations displayed in Box 1.1, we can calculate that
the average A type produces 11.47 offspring and the average S type
produces 12.53 offspring. For simplicity, assume that each individual
reproduces by asexual reproduction, with offspring exactly resembling their parents. A total of 1,200 offspring have been produced and
the proportion of altruists among the progeny is 0.4 78, a decline from
the parental value of 0.5. Since populations cannot grow to infinity,
we also assume that mortality occurs equally among the A and S types
and that the population of offspring is thereby reduced to a size of
100. At this point we expect approximately 48 A types and 52 S types
to survive. If this procedure is repeated many times-as
it will if
natural selection operates over many generations-the
A type contins to decline in frequency and ultimately becomes extinct.
Before continuing, we should point out that some assumptions of
"his model ar unr alisti . Most specie are sexual, so why do we
:lSSI11l1' :'IS(' lI:d r 'r>ro III tion? Th :'ll1sw('r is th:lt th mod I is simpl r
Ll
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if we do, and it is important to keep models simple. If we include
sexual reproduction and get the same basic results, then we can leave
sexual reproduction out for illustrative purposes. Another assumption
is a one-to-one relationship between genes and behavior. Evolutionary
biologists are quick to admit that this kind of genetic determinism
does not exist for most species. Behaviors are caused by complex
internal mechanisms that interact with the environment. These
mechanisms may be genetically influenced, but recognizing this is a
far cry from assuming that individuals are genetically programmed to
be altruistic or selfish. Nevertheless, evolutionists frequently assume
genetic determinism for the same reason that they assume asexual
reproduction; it is a simplifying assumption that they hope does not
alter the basic conclusions of the model. We don't have a gene for
pulling our hand away from fire, but our complex psychological
mechanisms make us behave as if we do in just those circumstances
in which such a gene would evolve.
Simplifying assumptions are both the soul and the Achilles heel of
mathematical models. It is absolutely essential to keep a model as
simple as possible to explore a given subject, such as the evolution of
altruism. It often turns out, however, that a simplifying assumption
leaves something out of the model that does make a difference and
needs to be included to make sense of the subject. Knowing what to
include and what to leave out is a subtle skill that makes theoretical
biology as much an art as a science. In later chapters we will show
that the assumption of genetic determinism is less innocent than it first
appears (some readers may already regard it as guilty!), insofar as it
obscures important possibilities for the evolution of altruism. Nevertheless, the basic problem can be exhibited most simply by assuming
genetic determinism. We therefore will play along with this simplifying assumption for a while before adding more complex and reasonable connections between genes and behavior.
Returning to our model, suppose we change the equations so thai
A types provide one additional offspring for themselves and two
offspring for everyone else in the population.2 Despite the fact that" 1\
types in this scenario increase their own fitn '55, t"h'y still go xtin (.ill
the model becaLlse th y in r ::IS' tht (If'11tSSof otlH'rs l'Vl'll 1110r'. 'rhis
on Insion is well illll.'t'rnH,d h Ih\, rnhli'
dOl'S
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If we change the end of the story so that her companions succeed in
their freeloading ways, then everyone will gather around the table and
eat the bread together. The little red hen will get some bread, perhaps
even enough to repay her efforts, but her net benefit will always be
less than that of her companions, who share the benefits without
paying the costs. If we put this kind of interaction into our evolutionary model, the little red hen will have fewer offspring and her kind
will go extinct as surely as if she decreased her absolute fitness on
behalf of others. In general, evolutionary success depends on relative
fitness (Williams 1966). It doesn't matter how many offspring you
have; it only matters that you have more than anyone else.
How ALtruum Can EvoLve

It might seem from our model that altruism can never evolve and that
evolution is a process that inherently promotes selfishness. On the
contrary, it is easy to show that altruism can evolve when more than
one group is present. Figure 1.1 shows the simplest example of a
population that is divided into two groups. The fitnesses of the A and
S types are determined by the equations in Box 1.1 and equal numbers
of altruists and non altruists exist in the total population, as in our first
numerical example. In this case, however, one group has 20 percent
altruists while the other group has 80 percent altruists. Looking at
each group separately, we reach the same conclusion as before-selfish
types will have more offspring than altruistic types.
Adding the progeny of both groups together, however, we get the
opposite answer; altruistic types have more offspring than selfish
types.3 This outcome is strange enough that we urge the reader to
inspect the numbers (see Box 1.2). There is no magic or mysticism
here; the altruists increase globally, despite decreasing in frequency
within each group, because the two groups contribute different numbers of individuals to the global population.
The success of altruism in Figure 1.1 is an example of a statistical
phenomenon known as Simpson's paradox (Simpson 1951; discussed
in Sober 1984, 1993b). A nonbiological example of Simpson's paradox might help explain its counterintuitive natur_e. During the 1970s,
th Univ rsity of California at Berkeley was suspected of discriminating ngninHI' WOI11n in it"s graduate adl11is ion polici s (Cartwright
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Parent Population
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Group 1, Parents
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Group 2, Parents
n= 100 p=.8

WA

= 12.99

Ws =

14.04

Group 2, Offspring

up 1, Offspring
p' •. 184

n'= 1320

Ion

p'= .787

Offspring Population
N'.21\·OO
P'=.516

ili/'.III(· 1,1, 'l'Ii(· 'volilli(lfl o(nllrllisci
.nd elfish types in an asexual populalioli thlll is divi(lt-d illtO two grolll S of izc 1'1 = 100 (smaller circles). The altruist'i' typ' (bh 'k) "'al 'S up ° I .•. I1l' of roup 1 and 80 percent of group 2.
In the offspring 'cncracion, ch altruist
lecline in frequency within each group
(the size of the black "slice" grows smaller), but the group with more altruists
grows larger (to a population of 1,320) than the group with fewer altruists
(1,080), As a result, altruists increase in frequency in the global population of
2,400 offspring. Adding the progeny from the two groups is biologically
justified only if the groups periodically
pete in the formation

merge and re-form

or otherwise

com-

of new groups,

1978). The percentage of women applicants who were admitted was
less than the percentage of men, and the difference was large enough
that it could not be attributed to chance. The University conducted a
department-by-department
inquiry and found in each department
that women were admitted no less often than men. Evidently, women
did worse than men overall, but not in any department.
This paradoxical finding fell into place when it was notic d that
women tended to apply to departments with low acceptan
rat . To
see how this can happen, imagine that 90 w m 'n ,nd 1 m 'II :'PI Iy
to a department with a 30 percent :( ·cptalll.'(· 1'1(('. 'l'llis d('pnl'!IIH'1I1
does not discrimina t nnd rhcl't'f( 1'(' i\ '('('pi '. ' 7 Willi \('11 Illd \ Illl'lI.
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Box 1.2. The parameters of a two-group model

0.2

Group 2
100
0.8

p'

10 - 1 + 5(19)/99 = 9.96
10 + 5(20)/99 = 11.01
1080
0.184

10 - 1 + 5(79)/99 = 12.99
10 + 5(80)/99 = 14.04
1320
0.787

N

Global population
100 + 100 = 200

n

Group 1
100

= 0.5

N'

[0.2(100) + 0.8(100)]/200
1080 + 1320 = 2400

P'

[0.184(1080) + 0.787(1320)]/2400

P

= 0.516

Another department, with a 60 percent acceptance rate, receives
applications from 10 women and 90 men. This department doesn't
discriminate either and therefore accepts 6 women and 54 men.
Considering both departments together, 100 men and 100 women
applied, but only 33 women were accepted, compared with 60 men.
A bias exists in the two departments combined, despite the fact that
it does not exist in any single department, because the departments
contribute unequally to the total number of applicants who are accepted. In just the same way, altruists can increase in frequency in the
two groups combined, despite the fact that they decrease in frequency
within each group, because the groups contribute unequally to the
total number of offspring.
Returning to the evolution of altruism, we need to emphasize that
adding the progeny from the two groups is just statistical sleight of
hand unless it can be justified biologically. If the two groups are
permanently isolated from each other, natural selection will eliminate
the altruists within each group, as we have already shown. The global
il1cr 'lS in the frequency of altruists illustrated in Figure 1.1 will be a
tr:ll1si Ill' ph '110111110n of little interest, Suppose, however, that the
progl'ny
of horh gronp:' di:,p '1":-;' :'Ill I th n phy i ally 0111 tog th r
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before forming new groups of their own. In this case our adding
procedure is appropriate and the increased frequency of altruists
shown in Figure 1.1 will become the average frequency for the next
generation. If the process is repeated over many generations, altruists
will gradually replace the selfish types, just as the selfish types replaced
the altruists in the one-group example. Of course, we still must
explain how, generation after generation, altruists tend to find themselves living with altruists, and selfish individuals tend to associate
with other selfish individuals. We will provide an explanation and
biological examples in what follows. For the moment, however, we
will consolidate our gains with the following general statement: Altruism can evolve to the extent that altruists and nonaltruists become
concentrated in different groups.
Group Selection

In Figure 1.1, the global frequency of altruists increases even though
the local frequency declines within each group. What is required to
produce this interesting (and for many people counterintuitive) result?
First, there must be more than one group; there must be a population
of groups. Second, the groups must vary in their proportion of altruistic types. Third, there must be a direct relationship between the
proportion of altruists in the group and the group's output; groups
with altruists must be more fit (produce more individual offspring)
than groups without altruists. Fourth, although the groups are isolated from each other by definition (the S types in group 1 do not
benefit from the A types in group 2), there must also be a sense in
which they are not isolated (the progeny of both groups must mix or
otherwise compete in the formation of new groups). These are the
necessary conditions for altruism to evolve in the multigroup model.
To be sufficient, the differential fitness of groups (the force favoring
the altruists) must be strong enough to counter the differential fitn ss
of individuals within groups (the force favoring the selfish types).
These conditions are similar to the ones laid down in standard
formulations of Darwin's theory of natural s I tion, whi h rcquir s
a population of individuals that vary inrhcril'OII(' -hOI';1't('t·j, ti ., wirll
some variants m r (it than Ol'hcrs. '1'11(' 1IIIdol', I' 'It'lId,· totlw f0111',1l
onclitiol1, sill T illdiyidll:t1. (ll'l' i,'iolll(,d 111111' hilt III'VI'IIIII,II','1j
(0111
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pete in the creation of new individuals. Thus, natural selection can
operate at more than one level of the biological hierarchy, as Darwin
clearly appreciated in his discussion of human morality that we
quoted in the Introduction. Individual selection favors traits that
maximize relative fitness within single groups. Group selection favors
traits that maximize the relative fitness of groups. Altruism is
maladaptive with respect to individual selection but adaptive with
respect to group selection. Altruism can evolve if the process of group
selection is sufficiently strong.
Before continuing, let's use the concept of group selection to explain
the evolution of altruism in the brain worm. Imagine that the parasite
population consists of two types, one that i~ prone to become a brain
worm (A) and one that is not (5). Also imagine that the brain-worm
type originates as a single mutation.4 The mutant egg is ingested along
with other eggs by a snail. For purposes of our example, we shall
assume that the average snail eats five eggs, so our mutant egg now
finds itself in a miniature population (in the snail) with four nonmutant eggs. The brain-worm trait is not expressed while the parasites
are within the snail, so the miniature population grows by asexual
reproduction into a much larger population in which the mutant type
continues to exist at a frequency of 1/5 = 0.2. This population leaves
the snail embedded in a mucus capsule and is ingested by an ant. For
simplicity, we assume that all ants become infected by ingesting 50
parasites from a single mucus capsule.
At this point in the life cycle, we can envision the parasite population as living in a large number of isolated groups (the ants). Group
size is 50. The vast majority of groups consist entirely of 5-types, but
one group contains 405 and 10 A types (p = 0.2). Now the behavioral
difference between A and 5 manifests itself. One of the A types
burrows into the subesophagal ganglion and becomes the brain
worm. The others form thick-walled cysts, as do all the 5 types. It is
in the nature of this particular trait that only one individual in the
group can perform the altruistic act. Since the brain worm is destined
to die, the population size has been reduced to 49, with 9 A and 40 5
typ s. The new frequency of A types is pi = 0.183, a decline from the
originnl V::llllC of 0.2. The A type obviously has the lower relative
filll('SS
wit'hin I·h group, :1nd for t'his r '~son it intuitiv ly seems
"ltl'lIiSlie,11 isintcrl'sl'in/:,howl'vel',rh'llher/t'grN'
fS;1'riR c-ismu h
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less than it first appeared, because the extreme sacrifice of the brain
worm is diluted by the survival of the A types that did not become the
brain worm. In any case, we can conclude with confidence that A, the
altruistic trait, is selected against within groups. To think about this
situation in more familiar terms, imagine that you are in a group of
fifty people in which a dangerous activity must be performed by a
single person. Ten of you decide to draw straws to see who will
perform the dangerous act. The other forty say, "We think it's great
that you ten are going to draw straws! Go for it!" It is obvious that
the ten individuals who take a chance are altruistic and that the forty
are freeloaders.
Next, we must calculate fitness at the group level. Some ants will
be eaten by livestock even when they do not camp out on the tips of
grass blades, so the brain worm is not necessary for the parasite to
complete its life cycle. We therefore assume that the brain worm
increases group fitness by increasing the chance of being eaten by
livestock from a value of E1 to a value of E2 > E1. All parasites (except
the brain worm) that are eaten by livestock have the same number of
offspring. This particular trait influences fitness through survival
rather than fecundity.
Now that we know the relative fitnesses within and between
groups, we can put them together to see which level of selection
prevails. For A types, the good news is that they always have the
higher probability of being ingested by livestock (E2). The bad news
is that they must enter a lottery in which one will die. The fitness of
the average A type (equal, here, to the probability of not becoming a
brain worm and being ingested by livestock) in the global population
is therefore WA = O.9(E2). For S types, the good news is that they
sometimes find themselves in groups containing A types and therefore
benefit from the altruistic behavior without paying a cost. The bad
news is that they sometimes find themselves in groups without altruists. If we let q be the fraction of S types that live in mixed group
then the fitness of the average S type in the global population i Ws =
q(E2)
(1 - q)(E1). When A originate as a single mutant the
proportion of S types that live in group with A is y, nishingly small
(q is close to Z 1'0),
S p ri 'n ~,II rhL' hod
'wS :1I1d yirlll:t1ly
n n of th ' goo I 11 'ws. Ey('n hOllgh I Ill' A I I ('S <1(' ·1i IH' ill (rl'lI 11('11('
within, il'l',I,· 1',J'OllpH,1Ilt'1 will illll'('II'1(' III 11'('qlll'lll Y ill III!' 1',loh:d
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population when (0.9)E2 > El, or EiEl > 1.11. Thus, even a modest
increase in the chance of being ingested by livestock (a group-level
benefit) can outweigh the suicidal behavior of the brain worm (an
individual-level cost). A behavior that superficially seems impossible
to explain from the evolutionary perspective is in fact easy to explain,
once we realize that natural selection operates at the group level as
well as at the individual level.
This example shows how certain assumptions of our two-group
model, which may have seemed unlikely when presented in abstract
form, can be biologically plausible. The model requires altruistic and
selfish types to become concentrated into different groups. This is
accomplished biologically by reproduction within the snails, which
concentrates the progeny of the mutant altruist into a single group.
e The model requires groups to be isolated as far as the benefits of
altruism are concerned but nevertheless to compete in the formation
of new groups. Both of these conditions emerge naturally from the
population structure of parasites. The brain worm benefits only the
other individuals within its own group, but groups with brain worms
outcompete groups without brain worms in their passage to the next
stage of the life cycle. The mathematical adding of groups in Figure
1.1 has an exact biological counterpart in the mixing of parasites from
many groups in the livers of cows and sheep.
We have shown that the brain worm can evolve from a low fre-

o

quency in the population, but we have not yet shown that it can
drive the selfish type extinct. Suppose that the population consists
entirely of A types and we introduce a single mutant S type. During
the ant stage of the life cycle, the vast majority of groups consist
entirely of A types, but one group contains 40 A and 10 S (p =
0.8). The A types are still selected against within groups, although
the chance of becoming the brain worm is now 1/40 rather than
1/10. There is still genetic variation among groups, but this variation
does not result in fitness differences at the group level because all
groups have at least 1 A type. As a result, there can be no group
election and S will increase in frequency in the global population.
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both traits are retained in the population-or,
in other words, the
population evolves to a stable polymorphism. The equilibrium frequency is reached when the advantages of freeloading within groups
are exactly counterbalanced by the disadvantages of being in groups
that lack altruists.
Is it true that Dicrocoelium den triticum actually consists of a mix
of altruists and nonaltruists? Can it be shown that some ants containing the parasite do not camp out on grass blades because all of the
parasites within are freeloaders? Alas, evolutionary biology is not like
physics, with an army of empirical scientists eager to test the predictions that theorists formulate. Wickler (1976) called attention to the
brain worm as an example of altruism, Wilson (1977a) predicted the
likelihood of a polymorphism, and no relevant studies have appeared
since then. No one has estimated the basic parameters of the model,
such as the number of eggs ingested by snails and the number of
mucus masses ingested by ants. The brain worm remains a fascinating
prima facie example of altruism from the field of natural history, but
the conceptually relevant details have only been guessed.
ALtruum
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OnLy One Kind of Group-LeveL Adaptation

We have shown that altruism can evolve by group selection. It is
important to realize, however, that group selection favors any behavior that increases the relative fitness of groups. Altruism fits this
definition, but it also has the additional feature of decreasing the
relative fitness of individuals within groups. In other words, evolutionary altruism is a two-dimensional concept that includes both
benefits to others and costs to self. A trait that increases group fitness
without decreasing relative fitness within groups would also evolve by
group selection, and yet it would not be altruistic by our definition.
We might even imagine some traits that are favored both within and
between groups. In sum, altruism constitutes a subset of group-advantageous traits.
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Self-sacrifice on behalf of the group can evolve by group selection, but
it is never advantageous per se. This is an important point, because it
shows that the extreme altruism that cries out for explanation might
be rare in nature for two very different reasons-tal
because group
selection is seldom strong enough to evolve such behaviors, or (b)
because there is usually a way to benefit the group without such
extreme self-sacrifice.
The difference between altruism and group-level adaptation is illustrated by the fanciful cartoon that begins Part I of this book. It is
clearly adaptive for the school of small fish to organize itself into the
shape of a large fish in order to chase away would-be predators. This
behavior is unlikely to have evolved by chance or to be the coincidental by-product of behaviors that maximize the relative fitness of
individuals within the group. It presumably evolved by a selection
process in which schools varied in their propensity to take on different
shapes, with those resembling large fish contributing more offspring
to future generations. But it is not obvious that altruism is required
for this process to occur. That would depend on how the costs and
benefits of assuming the fish shape are distributed among members of
the group. Perhaps some fish voluntarily assume the most dangerous
positions in the school, in which case altruism would be involved.
However, it is also possible that all positions are equally dangerous,
or the fish have a way of randomizing their position, or some fish are
forced by others to assume the most dangerous positions. Regardless
of the degree of altruism involved, we can appreciate that the school
is well-adapted at the group level.
The Averaging FaLlacy

It might seem from our account that the evolution of altruism is easily
xplained and that "the central theoretical problem of sociobiology"
ha been solved. On the contrary, however, anyone familiar with the
'val uti n literature knows that altruism remains a controversial subroup
lection, the mechanism that we have proposed to exi "1',
pi:lin I"h' volution of altruism, is often rejected as an important
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To understand the nature of these debates, let us return to our
two-group model in Figure 1.1. It shows that altruism declines in
frequency in each group but nevertheless evolves because the altruistic
group is more fit than the nonaltruistic group. Another way to show
that altruism evolves is by simply averaging the fitnesses of individuals
across groups. The 20 A types in group 1 have 9.96 offspring each
and the 80 A types in group 2 have 12.99 offspring each, for an
average of 12.38 offspring. The 80 S types in group 1 have 11.01
offspring each and the 20 S types in group 2 have 14.04 offspring
each, for an average of 11.62 offspring. The average A type is more
fit than the average S type in the global population and therefore the
A trait evolves.
This method of calculating fitness does not change any facts about
the model, and its simplicity has a certain appeal. In fact, it is easy to
conclude that A types evolve by "individual selection" and are selfish
after all because the average A type is more fit than the average S type.
In short, a single trait can appear to be altruistic or selfish, depending
on whether fitnesses are compared within groups or are averaged
across groups and then compared.
Why not use fitness averaged across groups to define individual
selection? One problem is that the definition encompasses everything
that evolves, regardless of the type of selection process involved. In
the one-group model (Box 1.1), the average S type is more fit and
therefore evolves by individual selection. In the two-group model
(Figure 1.1), the average A type is more fit and therefore evolves by
individual selection. If we altered the two-group model so that there
is less variation between groups, the average S type would again
become the fitter trait and would evolve by individual selection. The
averaging approach makes "individual selection" a synonym for
"natural selection." The existence of more than one group and fitness
differences between the groups have been folded into the definition of
individual selection, defining group selection out of existence. GrOll p
selection is no longer a process that can occur in theory, so its
existence in nature is settled a priori. Group sel cti n simply hilS no
place in this semantic framework.
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at work. Between-group selection favors the evolution of altruism;
within-group selection favors the evolution of selfishness. These two
processes oppose each other. If altruism manages to evolve, this
indicates that the group-selection process has been strong enough to
overwhelm the force pushing in the opposite direction. When this
two-level process occurs in a population, an appropriate causal analysis should describe what is going on. The summary statement that the
trait that evolved had the higher average fitness does not include any
of these details. It is neutral on what process or processes are responsible for that result. When one trait is more fit than another, this may
be due to pure individual selection, to pure group selection, or to a
mixture of the two. The description of the effect fails to specify what
the causes were.
This is a problem that any science is prey to; it is not peculiar to the
theory of natural selection. Suppose Sam pushes a billiard ball east,
while Aaron pushes it west. If Aaron pushes harder, the ball moves
west. There is a single resultant, but there are two component causes.
To represent this Newtonian problem in terms of vectors, you draw
an arrow pointing east and a longer arrow pointing west; these
represent the component forces. Then you add the two vectors together, yielding an arrow that points west; this represents the resultant
force. If you cared only about predicting the ball's trajectory, knowing
the resultant would suffice. But if the point is to understand the
processes at work, the resultant is not enough. Simpson's paradox
shows how confusing it can be to focus only on net outcomes without
keeping track of the component causal factors. This confusion is
carried into evolutionary biology when the separate effects of selection within and between groups are expressed in terms of a single
quantity.6
Given these problems, we feel confident calling the averaging approach the "averaging fallacy" when it is used to define altruism and
selfishness in an evolutionary model (Sober 1984). Does anyone actually commit the averaging fallacy, defining group selection out of
existence? In one sense, the answer to this question is "no." Every
major thinker on the topic has treated group selection as a process
that an OCCLlrin principle and has focused on,Jhe question of how
SITongly it op rate in n<ltur ('.g., Willi;.'llTls I 6 , 'I 92; D<lwkins
1'71, I(H , I'IF; M:1yn:lrd Snlilh I( 14,1(7); 1\1(· :111dernnd Bor-
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gia 1978; Alexander 1987). No one has ever seriously maintained that
group selection is just plain impossible.
In another sense, however, the answer is "yes"-profoundly,
abundantly, confusingly "yes." Even though the averaging fallacy is not
endorsed in its general form, it frequently occurs in specific cases. In
fact, we will make the bold claim that the controversy over group
selection and altruism in biology can be largely resolved simply by
avoiding the averaging fallacy. The evolution of altruism is easily
explained, genuine altruism exists in nature, and "the central theoretical problem of sociobiology" has been solved.
Our claim may sound outrageous, but it becomes more reasonable
when one realizes that the averaging approach is seductively simple
and that groups can vary tremendously in their spatial and temporal
scale. Some groups are physically isolated populations that persist for
many generations. Other groups are physically isolated but persist for
only a fraction of a life cycle, as in our brain-worm example. Other
groups are socially defined, such as a hunting pack. We will consider
the nature of groups in more detail in Chapter 2. For now, suffice it
to say that a biologist who does not commit the averaging fallacy with
respect to some kinds of groups may well commit the fallacy with
respect to other kinds of groups.
Now we can begin to see why the controversy over altruism and
group selection involves more than the straightforward examination
of empirical facts against a single theoretical background. It also
involves different ways of seeing the evolutionary process-call
them
paradigms if you like-that
are incompatible with each other. It is
easy enough to understand both paradigms and to translate from one
to the other. Nevertheless, if "individual selection" as defined by one
paradigm is used to argue against "group selection" as defined by the
other paradigm, only confusion and futile controversy can result.
We will review two examples in detail to document our claim that
altruism exists in nature and can be clearly recognized as long as w
avoid the averaging fallacy. Unlike the brain worm, these exampl
have been studied in enough detail to provide a compelling picture f
natural selection as a multilevel process. However, the import of th '
examples as proof of group selection and altruism has b n obs'III'ed
b 'tW'('11 1:11':\
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accepted by the normal standards of science, many evolutionary biologists regard group selection as an unproven theory. To fully illustrate our point, therefore, we must consider not only the relevant
biological facts but also the history of the scientific discourse in which
the facts have been described.

Example

1: The Evolution

of Sex Ratios

A Brief Hidtory of Group Selection Theory

Prior to the 1960s, group selection and altruism were poorly articulated concepts. Darwin's original clarity of thought and sparing use
of group selection to explain the evolution of certain traits had been
lost. The broad intellectual traditions of individual-level functionalism
and group-level functionalism that we discussed in the Introduction
flourished in biology, as in other disciplines. Some biologists were
inclined to see societies and ecosystems as resembling a single organism, while others were inclined to see them as merely the by-product
of individual interactions. Both camps felt that Darwin's theory
justified their views, but their arguments seldom led to clear-cut
hypotheses that could be tested empirically.
The clearest views on group selection were developed in the 1930s
and 40s by the three founding fathers of population genetics-Ronald
Fisher, J. B. S. Haldane, and Sewall Wright, who were largely responsible for building the entire mathematical foundation of evolutionary
theory. Each considered the problem of group selection, but only
briefly, providing sketches of models rather than fully developed
treatments. In a sense, there was no theory of group selection prior to
the 1950s, only the seeds of a theory. In addition, the three fathers of
population genetics disagreed among themselves about the importance of group selection, much as their colleagues who were less gifted
theoretically did. Wright thought that group selection was probably
an important force in nature, whereas Fisher and Haldane accorded
it little significance.
Enter George Williams, a tall man with a dry sense of humor and
il crnggy fil
that rCnl.incl one of Abe Lincoln or th~ statues on Easter
Isl:tnd. Willi:ll1ls wnnt to th Univ \'sity of hicago as i'l po td ct ral
stll(it-nt in the I LOS.
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gia 1978; Alexander 1987). No one has ever seriously maintained that
group selection is just plain impossible.
In another sense, however, the answer is "yes"-profoundly,
abundantly, confusingly "yes." Even though the averaging fallacy is not
endorsed in its general form, it frequently occurs in specific cases. In
fact, we will make the bold claim that the controversy over group
selection and altruism in biology can be largely resolved simply by
avoiding the averaging fallacy. The evolution of altruism is easily
explained, genuine altruism exists in nature, and "the central theoretical problem of sociobiology" has been solved.
Our claim may sound outrageous, but it becomes more reasonable
when one realizes that the averaging approach is seductively simple
and that groups can vary tremendously in their spatial and temporal
scale. Some groups are physically isolated populations that persist for
many generations. Other groups are physically isolated but persist for
only a fraction of a life cycle, as in our brain-worm example. Other
groups are socially defined, such as a hunting pack. We will consider
the nature of groups in more detail in Chapter 2. For now, suffice it
to say that a biologist who does not commit the averaging fallacy with
respect to some kinds of groups may well commit the fallacy with
respect to other kinds of groups.
Now we can begin to see why the controversy over altruism and
group selection involves more than the straightforward examination
of empirical facts against a single theoretical background. It also
involves different ways of seeing the evolutionary process-call them
paradigms if you like-that
are incompatible with each other. It is
easy enough to understand both paradigms and to translate from one
to the other. Nevertheless, if "individual selection" as defined by one
paradigm is used to argue against "group selection" as defined by the
other paradigm, only confusion and futile controversy can result.
We will review two examples in detail to document our claim that
altruism exists in nature and can be clearly recognized as long as w
avoid the averaging fallacy. Unlike the brain worm, these example
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accepted by the normal standards of science, many evolutionary biologists regard group selection as an unproven theory. To fully illustrate our point, therefore, we must consider not only the relevant
biological facts but also the history of the scientific discourse in which
the facts have been described.

Example 1: The Evolution of Sex Ratios
A Brief HiJtory of Group Selection Theory

Prior to the 1960s, group selection and altruism were poorly articulated concepts. Darwin's original clarity of thought and sparing use
of group selection to explain the evolution of certain traits had been
lost. The broad intellectual traditions of individual-level functionalism
and group-level functionalism that we discussed in the Introduction
flourished in biology, as in other disciplines. Some biologists were
inclined to see societies and ecosystems as resembling a single organism, while others were inclined to see them as merely the by-product
of individual interactions. Both camps felt that Darwin's theory
justified their views, but their arguments seldom led to clear-cut
hypotheses that could be tested empirically.
The clearest views on group selection were developed in the 1930s
and 40s by the three founding fathers of population genetics-Ronald
Fisher, J. B. S. Haldane, and Sewall Wright, who were largely responsible for building the entire mathematical foundation of evolutionary
theory. Each considered the problem of group selection, but only
briefly, providing sketches of models rather than fully developed
treatments. In a sense, there was no theory of group selection prior to
the 1950s, only the seeds of a theory. In addition, the three fathers of
population genetics disagreed among themselves about the importance of group selection, much as their colleagues who were less gifted
theoretically did. Wright thought that group selection was probably
an important force in nature, whereas Fisher and Haldane accorded
it little significance.
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alism, and Williams attended a lecture by Alfred Emerson, a termite
biologist who interpreted all of nature on the model of a termite
colony. As he later recounted the event to one of us (DSW), "If this
was evolutionary biology, I wanted to do something else-like car
insurance." Williams began work on a book that was meant to clarify
the uses and misuses of adaptationism in evolutionary biology. When
Adaptation and Natural Selection was published in 1966, it became a
modern classic.
As Williams was writing, another book was published that provided the perfect foil for his arguments. V. C. Wynne-Edwards was a
Scottish biologist who studied red grouse (Lagopus lagopus scoticusJ,
a ground-dwelling bird that lives on the moors. Every year, a fraction
of the red grouse population claims the best territories and breeds
while the rest are pushed into marginal habitat and often die. WynneEdwards interpreted this social system as an adaptation that evolved
to prevent the grouse population from overexploiting its food supply.
In addition, he thought that most species in nature face the same
problem. In Animal Dispersion in Relation to Social Behavior,
Wynne-Edwards (1962) interpreted a vast array of social behaviors as
adaptations for regulating population size. For example, birds sing in
the morning and zooplankton migrate to surface waters at night to
assess their density and regulate their reproduction accordingly.
Wynne-Edwards's writing conveyed the electric quality of someone
who believed he had discovered a major principle of evolution.
Wynne-Edwards was aware that social behaviors of this sort are
potentially altruistic and can be exploited at the individual level. He
also understood that a process of group selection was required to
explain their evolution. Nevertheless, he spent only a few pages discussing group selection, appealing mostly to the work of Sewa.ll
Wright. Wynne-Edwards wrote as if Wright had solved the problem
of group selection, whereas Wright had only scratched the surfac .
The degree to which Wynne-Edwards relied on group selection IS
illustrated by the following passage from his book (p. 20):
Evolution at this level can be ascribed, ther for, t whnt i~ h T'
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do when the short-term advantage of the individual undermines the
safety of the race, group-selection is bound to win, because the race
will suffer and decline, and be supplanted by another in which
antisocial advancement of the individual is more rigidly inhibited. In
our own lives, of course, we recognize the conflict as a moral issue,
and the counterpart of this must exist in all social animals.
Wynne-Edwards's work provoked a broadside of attacks from
evolutionary biologists who knew that the problem of group selection
had not been solved and in fact had barely been addressed. Williams
was by no means the only critic, but his book-length discussion of
adaptation as a concept that must be handled with care was devastatingly effective. His rejection of group selection was as complete as
Wynne-Edwards's acceptance:
It is universally conceded by those who have seriously concerned
themselves with this problem that ... group-related adaptations
must be attributed to the natural selection of alternative groups of
individuals and that the natural selection of alternative alleles within
populations will be opposed to this development. I am in entire
agreement with the reasoning behind this conclusion. Only by a
theory of between-group selection could we achieve a scientific explanation of group-related adaptations. However, I would question
one of the premises on which the reasoning is based. Chapters 5 to
8 will be primarily a defence of the thesis that group-related adaptations do not, in fact, exist. A group in this discussion should be
understood to mean something other than a family and to be composed of individuals that need not be closely related. (Williams
1966, pp. 92-93)
Williams's exclusion of family groups from this sweeping claim will
be discussed in Chapter 2. Although Williams and Wynne-Edwards
had vastly different opinions about the importance of group selection,
important to stress that they agreed on what group selection
it
i -natural
election based on the differential fitness of groups.
William'
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individual-level explanations are simpler and therefore preferable to
group-level explanations whenever both are available. We will discuss
the issue of parsimony in more detail in Chapter 3. For now, suffice
it to say that arguments based on parsimony are sometimes legitimate
but are often inconclusive devices for answering scientific questions.
They certainly do not substitute for a critical test of hypotheses that
make different and mutually exclusive predictions.
In addition to his often insightful conceptual analysis and his arguments based on parsimony, Williams also devised a critical test of
group selection theory, one that relied on clear-cut predictions that
could be confirmed or rejected with empirical data. His test involved
the proportion of sons and daughters that are produced at birth.
Sex Ratiod and MuLtileveL Selection

In sexually reproducing species, the maximum rate of population
growth depends on the sex ratio. Imagine a population in which all
females have ten offspring, half of which are daughters. A population
initiated by a single fertilized female will consist of 5 females and 5
males during the first generation (n = 10), 25 females and 25 males
during the next generation (n = 50), 125 females and 125 males
during the third generation (n = 250), and so on. Now imagine a
population in which 9 daughters are produced for every son. A
population initiated by a single fertilized female will consist of 9
females and 1 male during the first generation (n = 10), 81 females
and 9 males during the second generation (n = 90), 729 females and
81 males during the third generation (n = 810), and so on (we assume
that the males are capable of fertilizing all the females). The femalebiased population grows faster because population growth is limited
by the number of eggs, not the number of sperm. The differenc
between the populations quickly becomes large because the growth
rates are exponential.
Although a female-biased sex ratio benefits the group, it do s nOI'
increase the relative fitness of individuals within the group. To see I'his,
imagine a group that is initiated by two fertilized females" ::Inti /\,
who produce sex ratios of 1:1 an,d 9:1, resp ctiv Iy, F '111:,1· S 1.:1S .
daughters and 5 sons, whil f mal A has 9 d:llIghters :llld I SOil, /'ot' ,I
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individuals mate and reproduce, each female will have ten offspring
but the average male will have 140/6 = 23 offspring. Male fitness is
higher than female fitness because the average male sires the offspring
of more than two females. If we evaluate the fitnesses of the original S
and A females by counting their grandchildren, we discover that S has
5(10) + 5(23) = 165 grand offspring while A has only 9(10) + 1(23) =
113 grand offspring. In this population males have more offspring than
females because they are in the minority, So the female who produced
more sons is fitter than the female who produced a preponderance of
daughters. Producing an excess of daughters, therefore, is an act of
altruism-it
benefits the group while decreasing the mother's fitness.
In general, any deviation from a 1:1 sex ratio at birth will cause the
minority sex to have the higher relative fitness within groups, at which
point genes that return the sex ratio to 1:1 will be favored. This basic
prediction was first derived by Ronald Fisher in the 1930s.
Williams realized that group selection should evolve a sex ratio
highly biased in favor of females if groups do best by maximizing their
productivity, whereas individual selection should evolve an even sex
ratio. However, rapid growth may not be advantageous for the group
if it causes overexploitation of resources, as Wynne-Edwards stressed.
Williams reasoned that if sex ratio is an adaptation to regulate population size, it should evolve to be facultatively male- or female-biased,
depending on whether the population is above or below its optimum.
In any case, the sex ratio should not be consistently even, as predicted
by individual selection theory.
Here at last were some relatively clear-cut predictions that could be
tested with empirical data. Williams (1966, p. 151) evaluated the
information on sex ratio that he could find in the scientific literature
and drew the following conclusion:
Despite the difficulty of obtaining precise and reliable data, the
general answer should be abundantly clear. In all well-studied anima.! f obligate sexuality, such as man, the fruit fly, and farm
animals, a ex rat.io close to one is apparent at most stages of
d 'v 'Iopm nt in most populations. Close conformity with the theory
is "rrninly eh' rul' and th rc i no oovin in vid nce that sex
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Williams was so pleased with his empirical test that in the concluding
section of his book (p. 272) he stated, "I would regard the problem
of sex ratio as solved."7
After Adaptation and Natural Selection, group selection was a dead
issue for most evolutionary biologists. Dead but not forgotten. On the
contrary, the rejection of group selection was celebrated as a scientific
advance, comparable to the Irejection of Lamarckism, that allowed
biologists to close the book on one set of possibilities and concentrate
their attention elsewhere. The memory of group selection had to be
kept alive as an example of how not to think. It became almost
mandatory for the authors of journal articles to assure their readers
that group selection was not being invoked. A generation of graduate
students learned to avoid group selection almost as if it were prohibited by one of the ten commandments. We wish we were exaggerating,
but many of our evolutionary colleagues will recall what Stephen Jay
Gould (1982, p. xv) describes as "the hooting dismissal of Wynne- Edwards and group selection in any form during the late 60s and most
of the 70s." As late as the 1980s, one of our colleagues who was
interested in group selection received the following advice from a very
distinguished evolutionary biologist: "There are three ideas that you
do not invoke in biology-Lamarckism,
the phlogiston theory, and
group selection."
Evwence for Group Selection}

OIJdcured

by

the Averaging

FaLLacy

One year after the publication of Williams's book, an article appeared
in the journal Science by W. D. Hamilton (1967) entitled "Extraordinary Sex Ratios." Hamilton had already become famous for his
theory of inclusive fitness, which we will describe in Chapter 2. In thi
equally ground-breaking paper, Hamilton provided many exam pi
of female-biased sex ratios from the scientific literature and develop d
f
a theory to explain their evolution. He framed his theory in term
a parasite species that is searching for hosts. Each host is colonized by
a certain number of females, whose progeny mate randomly am ng
themselves before dispersing in search of new hosts. Allmatin r tf.lk<.:s
I .
place within groups prior to disp r al by th f
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of the brain worm. The population is subdivided into a large number
of groups (hosts) that are isolated from each other as far as the
effects of sex ratio are concerned. Genes that cause female-biased
sex ratios increase the size of the group prior to dispersal, but genes
that cause even sex ratios get a larger than average slice of the pie
within each group. The groups are not permanently isolated, because
their progeny periodically disperse and engage in population-wide
competition for new hosts. Hamilton's model is a group selection
model, a mathematical version of Williams's hypothesis about sex
ratio. Furthermore, Hamilton's perusal of the scientific literature revealed many examples of female-biased sex ratios that provide evidence for group selection in nature. These examples were especially
common among small invertebrate species that occupy ephemeral
habitats for periods of a few generations before dispersing more
widely, as would be expected from Hamilton's theory. So many
invertebrate species fit this description that the number of species
with female-biased sex ratios is probably in the hundreds of thousands or even millions.
Unfortunately, even though Hamilton's theory was accepted on the
strength of the evidence he provided, female-biased sex ratios were
not interpreted as evidence for group selection. Hamilton presented
his model in a way that averaged the fitness of alternative types across
all groups in the global population, rather than focusing on relative
fitness within and among groups. He called the type with the highest
average fitness the "unbeatable strategy," an appropriate term, since
it refers to the sex ratio that evolves. However, focusing on the end
result obscures the fact that the unbeatable strategy (which might be
60 percent daughters, for example) is the outcome of component
forces pushing in opposite directions-within-group
selection favoring an even sex ratio and between-group selection favoring the maximum proportion of females that can be fertilized by a minority of
males.
Virtually all evolutionary biologists who read Hamilton's paper
interpreted the "unbeatable strategy" as an adaptation that evolves by
individual selection. No one seemed to connect Hamilton's paper with
f ex ratio, only a year earlier, as a critical test of
Willial11' 11
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examples were documented. At the very time that group selection
theory was entering its dark age, the empirical evidence that should
have counted as evidence for group selection was accepted as a
triumph of individual selection theory!
Actually, there is one outstanding
exception to this statement-W. D. Hamilton himself. Even though his analysis was based
on fitness averaged across groups, he mentioned the opposing roles
of group and individual selection in the forty-third footnote of his
paper:
The combination 0,0 [a group of two individuals, each producing
maximally female biased sex ratios] gives the highest possible payoff
to the group ... , so this "solution" should be favored by a "group
selectionist." From what has been said, the "solution" 1/2,1/2 [a
group of two individuals, each producing even sex ratios] ... should
be favored by the extreme believer in a biological bellum omnium
contra omnes. It is pleasing, therefore, to find that what turns out to
be the true solution in this case, 1/4,1/4 [a group of two individuals
who produce 1/4 sons], lies exactly midway between the others, both
in position and in payoff. (p. 487; our comments within square
brackets)
In other words, the "unbeatable strategy" is a moderately female-biased sex ratio that reflects an equilibrium between the even sex ratio
favored by individual selection and the highly female-biased sex ratio
favored by group selection. Hamilton continued to recognize the role
of group selection in the evolution of female-biased sex ratios in
subsequent papers (e.g., Hamilton 1975, 1979). Oddly, his view had
little impact on other evolutionary biologists. The connection between
Hamilton's sex ratio theory and Williams's original test was not
noticed until Robert Colwell, then at the University of California at
Berkeley, forcefully called attention to it in an article published in tll '
journal Nature entitled "Group Selection Is Implicated in the Ev 11Ition of Female-Biased Sex Ratios" (Colwell 1981; see al 0 Wil nand
Colwell 1981). Some authorities on sex ratio accept d olw'll's illterpretation immediately (e.g., Charnov ., 82) hili' olhers '()lIldn'l
believe that an adaptal'ion :1S w II-d 'lIl1Wlll(,d :11,('Ill 11(' I ills(' I ,'I'
ratios l1lighl 'Ollllt :IS ('viti('llc(' ( " :1 Ih('ol
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selection. Even now the dust has not entirely settled. Nevertheless, it
is gratifying to know that Williams, who originally proposed the test,
has come to accept female-biased sex ratios as empirical evidence for
group selection (Williams 1992, p. 49): "I think it desirable, in thinking about organisms for which the haystack model is descriptive, to
realize that selection in female-biased Mendelian populations favors
males, and that it is only the selection among such groups that can
favor the female bias." The haystack model that Williams refers to is
Maynard Smith'~ (1964) model of group selection, which is similar to
Hamilton's sex ratio model and will be described in Chapter 2.
To summarize, female-biased sex ratios provide one well-documented example of altruism that has evolved by group selection.
However, the averaging fallacy has allowed female-biased sex ratios
to be interpreted as an individual-level adaptation by many evolutionary biologists, despite the fact that both Williams and Hamilton
successfully avoided the averaging fallacy.

Example 2: The Evolution of Virulence
Our second example of altruism involves the effects of parasites and
diseases on their hosts.8 The early literature on this subject was replete
with the naive adaptationism that Williams criticized. Hosts and their
diseases were assumed to evolve toward a harmonious relationship.
Virulence was viewed as an evolutionary mistake because it killed the
disease-causing population along with the host. The existence of
virulent diseases was attributed to an early stage of coevolution,
which would progress toward commensalism. These sentiments,
which have long been rejected by evolutionary biologists, are still
'om1110n in health-related disciplines that have had little contact with
evolutionary biology. For example, Lewis Thomas (1972, p. 553)
wrote that "disease usually represents the inconclusive negotiations
lor 'ym biosi _. _a biological misinterpretation of the borders."
It- would
be lovely if this were true. Unfortunately, even if the
p,lthog'l1i p pulation within a host could evolve as a single adaptive
1IIIil, it would n t n e sarily evolve a harmonious relationship with
III
11OSI.'1 We helve :1lr '::1dy S 11that th brain worm has evolved to
1""1'
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for diseases to evolve in ways that have a negative effect on their hosts.
In many cases, the more copies a disease organism makes of itself, the
sicker the host gets.10 If disease reproduction shortens the lifetime of
the disease population in the present host, this cost must be weighed
against the benefits of producing progeny that will reach new hosts.
As far as evolution in the disease population is concerned, we should
expect a level of virulence that is optimal for the disease, rather than
a level that is optimal (least pathogenic) for the host.
Ewald (1993) and others have used this cost-benefit argument to
predict the optimal level of virulence for various kinds of diseases.
Suppose that you are infected by a disease that is transmitted through
the air. If the disease makes you too sick, you will stop mingling
with other people and retire to your bed. From the standpoint of
the disease, sending you to your room is almost as bad as killing
you, because your behavior has vastly reduced its chances of reaching
new hosts. It would be "smarter" for the disease organisms to r'
produce less, so that you feel better, so that they will be less isolated
from other potential hosts. On the other hand, imagine that you an'
infected with a disease that is transmitted through feces and cau t\
diarrhea. Even if the disease makes you feel so sick that you retin'
to your bed, your feces will be dutifully carried from your room alld
sent into the environment, just as if you were well. It may well 1]('
"smart" for this disease to reproduce as much as possible, even In
go as far as killing you, as long as in the process you release a torn:1I1
of progeny that can infect new hosts. As it turns out, intestill,lI
diseases tend to be more virulent than airborne diseases (EwnIII
1993).
This cost-benefit argument is only part of the story, how V("
because it assumes that the group of disease organisms inside a h\l'l
acts like a single well-adapted unit, adjusting its virulence to 111:1' I
mize its transmission to new hosts. In reality, the group of dis '11'1
organisms within a single host is a genetically variable POPUl:1llltll
in its own right, within which natural selection can occur. 1'111'111
variability may occur because the host was invaded by m r' 111"11
one strain of disease organism, or because of v:1rinbility l'h:lI'
in situ by mutation or recombination.' .cno(ypl's Ih:tl' h;IVl' I'Ill' hil','1
est relativ fitn ss within :-l singl ' host C;III ('Ilsil l.llIl'l' 111(' 1'/lllliJ I
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optimal degree of virulence is to assume that they have evolved
entirely by group selection. This is only slightly less naive than assuming that diseases evolve a harmonious relationship with their
hosts.
To appreciate the conflicts between levels of selection in diseasecausing organisms, let's continue the previous example by imagining
an airborne disease that is optimally virulent. This organism-a
virus,
say-reproduces
enough to make you broadcast millions of progeny
with every sneeze, but not enough to make you retire to your bed.
Now suppose that a mutant strain appears that reproduces twice as
fast as the optimal strain. The mutant strain makes you feel so bad
that you take to your bed and the billions of progeny that are broadcast with every sneeze perish before they reach a new host. Nevertheless, the hypervirulent strain still enjoys a tremendous advantage over
the optimally virulent strain within you, a single host. With a generation time of an hour or less, the hypervirulent strain in your body will
replace the optimal strain in a matter of weeks.
It might seem that the hypervirulent strain is "stupid" and should
be eliminated by natural selection. The whole point of Williams's
book, however, was to show that biological adaptations must be
defined carefully in terms of relative fitness; they do not always appear
"smart" from the human perspective. The hypervirulent strain, producing much more of its kind with each generation than the milder
strain produces, gets the biggest slice of the pie (the environment
provided by the host) and will ultimately replace the optimally virulent strain in all hosts containing both types. Only group selection can
counter this trend by causing groups with less virulent strains to
outcompete groups with more virulent strains.
Richard Lewontin (1970) of Harvard University was the first to
realize that the evolution of virulence provides a test of group selection theory. For disease organisms whose reproduction negatively
affects the host, group selection favors one trait (optimal virulence),
individual selection favors another trait (virulence that is above the
optimum from the standpoint of the group), and it should be possible
to ettle the issue of what evolves by studying the biological facts. An
exp ril11ent that took place on a grand scale in Australia provided
$11 h :l t
t. A typ of virus called Myxoma was introduced by th
pov('rnnl 'nt too 'ontrol th r, bbit POllll:ltion th r . At fir t the virll.
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was devastatingly effective, but later it became less virulent. According to Lewontin (pp. 14-15):
When rabbits from the wild were tested against laboratory strains of
virus, it was found that the rabbits had become resistant, as would
be expected from simple individual selection. However, when virus
recovered from the wild was tested against laboratory rabbits, it was
discovered that the virus had become less virulent, which cannot be
explained by individual selection.
The evolution of decreased virulence in the Myxoma virus was documented in unusual detail because it was part of a biological control
program. However, Lewontin felt that it illustrated a more general
process that operates in many disease organisms, "despite the complete lack of selective advantage of avirulence within demes [=
hosts]."
ALternative ExpLanatiotld -Ol} The Averaging FaLlacy Returtld

The Myxoma virus and other examples of reduced virulence (e.g.,
Herre 1993) would seem to provide compelling evidence for group
selection, but they did not go unchallenged. It would be possible to
argue against group selection by questioning the biological facts; for
example, by asking whether reduced virulence might be favored by
within-group selection after all. Most of the arguments against reduced virulence as evidence for group selection accepted the biological
facts, however, and were made on the basis of the averaging fallacy.
Here is Alexander and Borgia's (1978, p. 453) interpretation of the
Myxoma virus:
Lewontin states that reduction of "virulence" in the virus "cannot
be explained by individual selection." . . . Even if virulence j
equated with rate of multiplication, interdemic selection in the usuol
sense is not indicated. Lewontin refers to each rabbit as "a d In'
from the standpoint of the virus." But the virus reprodll s withollt
sexuality, so that a rabbit infected by a singl viru.s I nrt'i Ie, or ~ f·w
identical particles, will contain a done of gCIlNic,dl i<!('111
ielll Vil'IIN(
..,
except for mutational hanges, LC'WOIllill',l',I'tllql ,,(,In'lioll 111l1l1(·1
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mixed in the same rabbits ... If the population of rabbits is composed largely of individuals infected with pure more-virulent and
pure less-virulent strains (i.e. clones), the relevant selection on the
virus might be more appropriately described as occurring at the
individual level. Thus, if this virus has evolved for a long time in pure
clones, a clone of identical viruses would be no more appropriately
regarded as a group or deme than would be the cells of a metazoan
organism, since each member of a clone should evolve to sacrifice as
much for a clone member as for itself. Because vertebrates and other
familiar organisms are almost devoid of clones of individuals, it is
difficult for us even to think in terms of the extremes of altruism that
are predicted by consistent cloning.
To understand the nature of this argument, recall that group selection requires genetic variation among groups. If all groups are exactly
alike, there can be no group selection. The more groups vary in fitness,
the stronger group selection becomes. The ultimate in variation
among groups is the complete segregation of altruists and nonaltruists
from each other. At this point, selfish types never profit from having
altruists in their group and within-group selection disappears. Alexander and Borgia appear to agree with this reasoning, except for the
last step. For them, group selection fails to occur when groups do not
vary at all, and also when they vary to a maximal degree. Alexander
and Borgia are not suggesting a selective advantage for avirulence
within groups but are merely redefining group selection to exclude the
case of maximum variation among groups.
The kernel of truth in this passage from Alexander and Borgia is
that individuals in groups will evolve to be maximally altruistic toward each other when groups are genetically pure. The groups will
become ."superorganisms" without any internal conflicts of interest.
Of course, this is exactly what we should expect if group selection is
rhe only force operating on the species. We may want to relabel the
unit an individual rather than a group because it has become so well
or 'anize I (just as we can refer to an individual as a maximally
:llrrui ti gr up of cells), but we certainly cannot deny that selection
h:1S :1'I' d ill" th level of that unit. By calling the group an individual
:111(.1
s:lyillg Ihnt it volv
by individual
el ctlan, AI and I' and
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mixed groups and (b) to refer to selection among groups when there
is complete segregation among groups.
Two more aspects of this passage warrant comment. First, Alexander and Borgia provide no evidence that the Myxoma virus or any
other disease is genetically uniform within each host. The mere suggestion that avirulence could be explained without invoking group
selection was enough to settle the issue for many evolutionary biologists; empirical evidence was somehow not required. Second, Alexander and Borgia continue to call avirulence altruistic even though they
think it evolves by individual selection. In other publications, Alexander (1974, 1979, 1987, 1992) distinguishes between "genotypic altruism," which evolves by group selection, and "phenotypic altruism,"
which evolves by individual selection and is therefore "genotypically
selfish." Alexander would say that avirulence is phenotypically altruistic and genotypically selfish because individuals are really just helping their genetically identical clone-mates. In general, Alexander readily admits that phenotypic altruism evolves and only challenges the
existence of genotypic altruism. This is part of a more general tendency among evolutionary biologists to distinguish between "genuim'
altruism," which evolves by group selection, and "apparent altruism,"
which is "really selfish" because it evolves by individual selection.
This distinction is unnecessary in the case of avirulence, which evolv 'N
by group selection even when the strains are maximally segregated
into different groups.
Numerous other authors have questioned the role of group sel c
tion in the evolution of avirulence. In most cases, group selection i
briefly mentioned and then dismissed as a ghost from the past. TlwlI
individual selection is defined to reflect both relative fitness wirhitl
groups and the differential productivity of groups. Bremermann ;lIId
Pickering (1983, p. 411) provide a nice example:
While an individual's restraint benefits its within-host comp tiWl',
through increased host longevity, the model does not invoke 'roup
selection. In the model, selection favors an individU:JI's I' strnitll
when such behavior increases th indivi 11Inl's t'ot';ll nlll11b'r oj
propagules, Concurrent in r(';'Jsesill Iii' IIbsollll\' lild rl'ililiv' (irll("
of an individual', wilhill hosl (,oll'l1l'lllllI'l \,111 hI' OtJI'Wqlll'11Cl'S
III
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It is worth noting that what Bremermann and Pickering call individual
selection would be classified as group selection by Alexander and
Borgia, since it involves competition between virulent and avirulent
types within single hosts. The only thing these two analyses share is
the claim that group selection is not involved.
In recent years, biologists who study the evolution of virulence have
finally returned to Lewontin's original view (e.g., Bull 1994; Ewald
1993; Frank 1996a). According to Bull (1994, p. 1425), "both levels
operate together in what may be regarded as a classic group selection
hierarchy, the groups being the populations of parasites within hosts
... To understand the complexities of this two-level evolutionary
process, it is easiest to dissect the process into separate between-host
and within-host components, studying each component before assembling them." Additional empirical studies have been added to the
Myxoma example (e.g., Herre 1993). Group selection theory has
important practical implications, since hospital procedures and public
health practices can be designed to alter the population structure of
disease organisms to favor the evolution of low-virulence strains
(Ewald 1993). Even G. C. Williams has commented on the subject as
part of his recent effort to develop a theory of Darwinian medicine
(Williams and Nesse 1991; Nesse and Williams 1994). We will let
group selection's most famous critic have the last word on the evolution of virulence:
Bacterial pathogens may complete a million cycles of fission within
the lifetime of one human host, and there may be more pathogens in
one individual than the earth's human population. Even in one host,
a pathogen can be expected to produce highly improbable mutations
many times and to evolve significantly in response to even minute
selection forces .... It has been realized for many years that some
bacteria rapidly acquire high levels of antibiotic resistance ... and
that resistant strains can locally replace susceptible ones in a few
weeks. A less commonly appreciated phenomenon, the evolution of
virulence, will be emphasized here ... As an extreme example of
within-host selection of virulence, imagine two pathogen clones
ornpeting within a host. One uses optimal exploitation, which
I" suit
in the maximum number of propagules dispersed during the
Iif tim f th host. The other uses maximal (lethal) exploitation,
whi -h '()nv TI'S host I" SOUI"C S to pI" pa ul at the maximum possi-
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ble rate. The host will disperse more of the lethal type than its
restrained competitor. The cost of the host's death is borne equally
by the two competitors, whereas only the more virulent benefits from
a greater rate of transmission ... In highly virulent cases of cholera
and shigellosis propagules may be dispersed at more than a hundred
times the rate in less virulent cases. The host's final output of both
strains, of course, may be less than the long-term output from the
less virulent type when it is the sole exploiter. The evolutionary
outcome will depend on relative strengths of within-host and between-host competition in pathogen evolution. This is a clear example of group vs. individual (clone) selection for altruism, for which
many formal models have been proposed. (Williams and Nesse
1991, p. 8)

At the Heart of the Controversy
We have reviewed the examples of sex ratio and disease virulence in
detail for two reasons. First, they show that group selection is mor
than "just a theory" and has been documented as well as any theory
in evolutionary biology. Second, they provide microcosms of the morc
general controversy over group selection and altruism that has been
raging among evolutionary biologists for thirty years. Consider th '
following epitaph for group selection theory, written by Richar I
Dawkins in 1982 (p. 115):
As for group selection itself, my prejudice is that it has soaked up
more theoretical ingenuity than its biological interest warrants. I am
informed by the editor of a leading mathematics journal that he i
continually plagued by ingenious papers purporting to have squared
the circle. Something about the fact that this has been proved to b
impossible is seen as an irresistible challenge by a certain type of
intellectual dilettante. Perpetual motion machines have a simiIar
fascination for some amateur inventors. The case of group sel tion
is hardly analogous: it has never been proved to be impos ibl , ;JnL!
never could be. Nevertheless, I hope I may be forgiven for w nd rinl'.
whether part of group selection's rOl11anti app al t 111$frol11III('
authoritative hammering th th ory IT:1srtoe ived t'v 'r ~il1" WYIlI1('
Edw. rei, (I
01 ('11.

% ) did
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ble rate. The host will disperse more of the lethal type than its
restrained competitor. The cost of the host's death is borne equally
by the two competitors, whereas only the more virulent benefits from
a greater rate of transmission ... In highly virulent cases of cholera
and shigellosis propagules may be dispersed at more than a hundred
times the rate in less virulent cases. The host's final output of both
strains, of course, may be less than the long-term output from the
less virulent type when it is the sole exploiter. The evolutionary
outcome will depend on relative strengths of within-host and between-host competition in pathogen evolution. This is a clear example of group vs. individual (clone) selection for altruism, for which
many formal models have been proposed. (Williams and Nesse
1991, p. 8)

At the Heart of the Controversy
We have reviewed the examples of sex ratio and disease virulence in
detail for two reasons. First, they show that group selection is more
than "just a theory" and has been documented as well as any theory
in evolutionary biology. Second, they provide microcosms of the more
general controversy over group selection and altruism that has been
raging among evolutionary biologists for thirty years. Consider the
following epitaph for group selection theory, written by Richard
Dawkins in 1982 (p. 115):
As for group selection itself, my prejudice is that it has soaked up
more theoretical ingenuity than its biological interest warrants. I am
informed by the editor of a leading mathematics journal that he is
continually plagued by ingenious papers purporting to have squared
the circle. Something about the fact that this has been proved to be
impossible is seen as an irresistible challenge by a certain type of
intellectual dilettante. Perpetual motion machines have a similar
fascination for some amateur inventors. The case of group selection
is hardly analogous: it has never been proved to be impossible, and
never could be. Nevertheless, I hope I may be forgiven for wondering
whether part of group selection's romantic app ::11 Sl' 111,frOI11th .
authoritative hammering the theory has r . '('iv<:d l'vn sillel' Wynn Edwards (1962) did u, th valual I llC'rvi'(' 0/ hllll)',illl', It Ollt illio I h '
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This account is about as accurate as the school version of American
history in which our goverment could do no wrong. Dawkins makes
it sound as if group selection was rejected in the 1960s by a straightforward scientific procedure and that nothing has happened since then
to alter the verdict. The real history of the controversy was qlJite
different, and far more interesting,u
In The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn (1970)
used the term "normal science" to describe situations in which scientists share a general theoretical framework and are able to evaluate
competing hypotheses by testing predictions based on them. Data are
gathered, and scientists use the results to decide which hypotheses are
true. We have shown that the group selection controversy includes an
important element of normal science. Within- and between-group
selection are alternative hypotheses that make different predictions
about what evolves by natural selection. Williams and Lewontin
devised tests for sex ratio and virulence, respectively, and the evidence
weighed in favor of group selection, not as the only evolutionary force
but as a significant evolutionary force.
Normal science did its job, but somehow it failed to have the right
impact. Acceptance of female-biased sex ratios and reduced virulence
as evidence for group selection has been a tortuous process that still,
after decades, is not complete. Worse, these and other empirical tests
have not forced a general reassessment of group selection theory.
Many evolutionary biologists continue to play the "group selection is
dead" song from the 1960s with the same fondness that they have for ~
the Beatles. Little wonder, then, that scholars from other disciplines
who are interested in evolution have heard almost nothing about these
scientific developments.
To explain these aspects of the group selection controversy, we must
look beyond the usual workings of normal science. Kuhn introduced
the concept of competing paradigms to explain some of the additional
factors that can complicate the scientific endeavor. When the fundamental concepts of opposing theories are so different that one cannot
even be expressed in terms of the other, they are said to represent
"mutually incommensurable paradigms." Because the theories are so
ol1ceptually different, normal scientific testing procedures do not resolve the dispute. The replacement of one paradigm by another occurs
by cliff r nt rule and con titutes a scientific revolution.
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Kuhn forever changed the image of science as a straightforward
march to the truth. Unfortunately, his concept of paradigms is full of
ambiguities that other philosophers have been unable to resolve. It
does not increase our understanding of group selection to call it a new
paradigm or to say that it is an example of a scientific revolution. We
have to look more closely at the specific factors that prevented normal
science from running its course in this case, which mayor may not be
unique to the group selection controversy.
One reason that the conflict between group and individual selection
was not resolved as a problem of normal science was the availability
of a perspective that averages the fitnesses of individuals across
groups. This perspective does not change any facts about the evolutionary process but merely looks at them in a different way. The same
groups are present and the same evolutionary forces are operating.
Relative fitness within and among groups can be examined at any
time, but the focus is on the end product of what evolves. If we call
the end product the "unbeatable strategy" and associate it with "individual selection," then we have defined group selection out of
existence. Group selection theory and the averaging approach are
perfectly compatible when it comes to predicting what <:;volves,and it
is easy to translate from one to the other. When "individual selection"
as defined by the averaging approach is used to argue against "group
selection" as defined by group selection theory, however, only futile
and never-ending controversy can result.
Two perspectives that view the same subject in different ways come
close to what Kuhn meant by paradigms, but additional considerations are required to explain the enduring nature of the group selection controversy. After all, no one endorses the averaging fallacy in its
general form. Even Dawkins states in his epitaph that group selection
"has never been proved to be impossible, and never could be." Invoking the averaging fallacy in the case of sex ratio' and virulence is a
mistake that is easily avoided once one is aware of it; one simply
checks for the presence of groups and sees if the trait evolves by virtu"
of a fitness advantage within groups or a fitness advantage betw
groups. Williams, Hamilton, Colwell, Lewontin, and others w re a bitto avoid the averaging fallacy for the examples that we hav r vi wed,
so why didn't II volutionary bi logists quickly foil w uit? P 'rh:1p
"lis is 1)(' ':lIIS(' l'rOllp s ,I" 'rion had :1lr :1 Iy hc~"nreic "reel hy [he lini('
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that Hamilton's and Lewontin's papers appeared. The debate was
over and it only remained to avoid the egregious error of "group
selection thinking." The task ahead was to develop the triumphant
paradigm of individual selection. Against this background, the averaging fallacy made it easy to overlook the role of groups in so-called
individual selection models.
We suspect that Simpson's paradox-or,
rather, the lack of aware-"
ness of this phenomenon-was
an additional reason the individualist
paradigm was so powerful. If altruists by definition do worse than
selfish individuals in the same group, it seems impossible for altruism
to evolve. Talk of group selection seems futile in this context-a
denial of the inevitable. Even if groups "compete" with each other,
the fact remains that each group is subject to subversion from within.
This line of reasoning cannot withstand criticism. Yet, on its face, it
seems compelling. As a consequence, earlier, informal discussion of
what is good for the group seemed naive, while equally informal
discussion of what is good for the individual seemed perspicuous.
The examples of sex ratio and disease virulence as evidence for
group selection should make it clear that knowledge of history is not
just an idle pastime; it is required to understand the nature of the
group selection controversy and to find the core of normal science that
lies within. In addition, the controversy can be used as a case study to
help historians, philosophers, and scientists understand the factors
that make science so much more complicated in real life than it is in
some models of the scientific method. Group selection theory and the
averaging approach are a bit like the paradigms envisioned by Kuhn
and others, but they also differ in important respects. The two paradigms clash in some ways (the interpretation of altruism) but not
others (predicting the end product of what evolves). It is easy to
translate between the two paradigms, once one appreciates their
differences; Kuhnian talk of incommensurability is not appropriate in
this instance. Both paradigms even deserve to coexist if, because they
approach the same subject from different angles, they lead to different
insights. Pluralism-the
coexistence of multiple perspectives that
"see" the same world in different ways-has
a place in science, but
only if the perspectives are properly related to each other (Dugatkin
an I R eve 1994). A pluralistic scienti t hould b able to tat I arly
whi ·h p 'r~1(' 'l'iv' is bin!, 'll1ploy d :1n I how il' :'In b tr:1nsl:tt" I inlo
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others. In the case of group selection, the pluralistic scientist should
be able to say "I am employing the averaging approach and therefore
can say nothing about group selection and altruism. To talk about
these subjects, it is necessary to examine fitness differences within and
between groups." Failure to distinguish between paradigms in this
way has led to an incredible amount of wasted effort and confusion
about the presence of altruism in nature and the importance of group
selection as an evolutionary force.
We could provide additional examples of group selection and altruism that have been revealed by normal science but obscured by the
averaging fallacy and other factors. Unlike the perpetual motion
machine that exists only in the minds of dilettantes, group selection
and altruism have passed the scientific test and can be said to exist in
nature. To fully appreciate the importance of group selection, however, we must do more than consider examples on a case-by-case
basis. We must examine the conceptual structure of evolutionary
biology that has developed over the last thirty years.
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